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Kendall Center Gateway
Design Intent
Context
The Plaza: Context

- heavy use, valuable real estate
- preserve space, views and seating
- integrate with landscape
Local Connection: A Smoot

A smoot is the length of one 18 year old Oliver Smoot — which translates to 5’ - 7”, exactly

1 SMOOT
5’ - 7”
The Jumble
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NOTE: SPOT ELEVATIONS CALLED FOR BY ARCHITECT ON OUR RETURNED SHOP DRAWINGS DATED 5-25-11 ARE GENERATED AS FOLLOWS:

1. EIGHT (8) ELEVATIONS MARKED § ARE CALCULATED BY INTERPOLATING BETWEEN GRIDPOINT ELEVATIONS GIVEN ON E. T. ENGINEERING'S SURVEY DRAWING DATED 5-28-11.

2. FOUR (4) SPOT ELEVATIONS MARKED § ARE ALL WITHIN ABOUT 3'-0" HORIZONTALLY OF ELEVATIONS GIVEN ON A MARKED-UP COPY OF
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